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Pseudojournalism
Statistics versus Fire alarms
Desalination stories usually attract limited attention from the 
mainstream press. When the subject does make the news, 
it is likely to be an announcement about a newly planned 
project, or to speculate on how desalination might impact a 
city’s water rates. 
So, it has been surprising to see the amount of virtual ink 
generated by a recent study on desal plant brine discharges. 
All of the stories were spawned by a journal paper in which 
five academics crunched the numbers in GWI’s DesalData to 
estimate the global volume of desal plant brine discharges. 
What has been even more surprising—and what the desalting 
community has found highly frustrating—is that the news 
coverage focused on the potential detrimental environmental 
impacts of “toxic brine” without mentioning the discharge 
designs routinely employed to mitigate impacts on the 
receiving water bodies and marine life.

Entitled “The state of desalination and brine production: A 
global outlook”, the paper was published in December 2018, 
and will be included in the March 2019 issue of the Science 
of the Total Environment.
As a whole, the paper’s press coverage was poorly research-
ed, and it was particularly disappointing to see a BBC story 
refer to RO as the “older, reverse osmosis-based technology.” 
Though the study estimated the total brine production to be 
around 142 million m3/d, it did not calculate the total salt 
produced or quantify its salt concentration; yet, the BBC 
referred to it as “142 million m3/d of extremely salty brine” 
and a “chemical laden cocktail”. 
As if to rub salt into the wound, the picture accompanying the 
BBC story shows a Saudi Arabian power and water plant, in 
which three of 27 distillers are partially visible in the shadow 
of the 2,750 MW power plant and its 12 power plant stacks.
Philip Roberts, Professor Emeritus from Georgia Tech, 
and an expert in the hydraulics of brine discharges, told 
WDR, “The total brine volume itself is not a useful metric, 
and is a bit of a red herring. Worldwide fluxes of brine are 
small compared to oceanic transports. What matters are the 
brine concentration and its method of disposal. Extensive 
experience and monitoring have shown that we can dispose 
of it safely with minimal environmental impacts.”
John Lienhard, an MIT Professor of Water and Mechanical 
Engineering, added, “What I find striking about the press 
coverage is that it focuses entirely on a single paragraph 

within the paper. The passage in question is simply a 
high-level summary of past literature on brine discharge, 
pointing out issues that are routinely addressed in outfall 
design through dilution or the use of diffusers. Yet, the 
press coverage reads as if the paper were a clarion-call with 
new findings on the hazards of mismanaged desalination. 
It is not. In fact, the peer-reviewed paper is a statistical 
quantification of the world’s brine production and is not at 
all alarmist in its approach. This coverage is a good example 
of how fragments of technical information can be taken out 
of context, misconstrued and then widely repeated with 
amplification.”
When it comes to environmental impacts in a marine 
environment, broad generalizations can be risky. The 
impacts from a surface water discharge vary with the 
method of discharge, the local flora and fauna, currents and 
myriad other site-specific issues. To meet local and national 
regulatory requirements—not to mention the Equator 
Principals required by financiers—plants are designed to 
mitigate marine impacts, and they undergo rigorous pre- and 
post-commissioning monitoring and diligent operation.

Engineering should never be done by press release.
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Sound Bites
Bolstered by their newfound celebrity status, two of the paper’s Canada-
based authors responded to news interviews, by taking positions that were 
much stronger than those offered in their paper. 
•	 One opined, “We have to address potentially severe down-sides 

of desalination-—the harm of brine and chemical pollution to the 
marine environment and human health.”

•	 Another co-author said, “All that extra salt raises the temperature 
of coastal waters, and decreases the level of oxygen, which can 
create	‘dead	zones’.	It	is	difficult	for	aquatic	organisms	to	breathe	
in these conditions—they need O2 to survive.” 

•	 A Bloomberg writer’s apparent take-away after reading the paper: 
“For every liter of potable water produced, [the study] estimates 
about	 1.5	 liters	 of	 liquid	 polluted	 with	 chlorine	 and	 copper	 are	
created. When pumped back into the ocean, the toxic brine 
depletes oxygen and impacts organisms along the food chain.”

•	 A Houston environmental lawyer/professor recently declared his 
opposition to a proposed SWRO project because of its discharge, 
saying, “That is killer water. Fish cannot survive in that water.”

Editor’s note: Of the total annual water loss from the Arabian Gulf—a 
relatively small, semi-enclosed water body from which most of Saudi 
Arabia’s. Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait and UAE obtain most of their drinking 
water—5.7% is attributed to natural evaporation, while only 0.05% is lost 
through seawater desalination.
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that hasn’t lived up to its expectations with regards to water 
quality and public safety.

After taking notice of the inflammatory headlines and 
poor news coverage relating to desal brine discharges (see 
previous story), the following headlines concerning El 
Paso (Texas) Water Utilities’ plan to employ direct potable 
reuse stood out more than usual. They seemed to become 
increasingly objectionable, and went from bad to worse:
•	 Treated sewage water to become tap water in El Paso

•	 Drought Caused by Climate Change is Forcing El 
Paso to Drink Treated Sewage Water

•	 El Paso Drinking Sewage Water: A Drive to Fight 
Climate Change 

•	 Gross! El Paso Getting Ready To Start Drinking 
Their Own Sewage

The headlines are particularly objectionable when El Paso’s 
history of having developed a well-diversified water port-
folio is considered.

The utility first began delivering reclaimed wastewater to 
customers for landscape and agricultural irrigation in 1963, 
and in 1985, it began treating reclaimed water to drinking 
water standards, for use to recharge its aquifers. And, in 
2007, it built the country’s largest brackish groundwater 
desal plant.

About five years ago, with its already diverse water 
portfolio becoming increasingly strained by a prolonged 
drought, the utility initiated a project to develop a pipe-
to-pipe, direct potable reuse (DPR) facility. A successful 
pilot test of the process was completed in early 2016. The 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality approved 
proceeding with a full-scale design, and the project could 
be operational in 2020. 

In brief
The plans that the city of Camarillo, California’s had 
made to award a construction contract for the 4,500 AFY 
(4 MGD; 15,140 m3/d) North Pleasant Valley Desalter 
Project appear to have been delayed, after the lowest bid 
was $8.9 million higher than the engineer’s construction 
cost estimate of $35.4 million. The city’s director of public 
works has recommended that all bids for the BWRO project 
be rejected and that the city amend its agreement with Brown 
and Caldwell, to add a $500,000 fee to redesign the project 
to incorporate cost saving measures. Project delays may 
subject the city to penalties of up to $10,000 per month for 
exceedances in salt levels in the city’s wastewater effluent.

More Pseudojournalism
The Devolution of a headline
Everyone involved in water reuse has heard the story of 
how the president of a southern California homeowners’ 
association helped derail an indirect potable reuse project 
in 1995 by referring to it as “toilet to tap”. Since then, many 
successful potable reuse projects have been implemented 
around the world. In fact, after checking with some reuse 
experts, none could recall even one incident of a project 

Sound Bites
Bolstered by their newfound celebrity status, two of the paper’s Canada-
based authors responded to news interviews, by taking positions that were 
much stronger than those offered in their paper. 
•	 One opined, “We have to address potentially severe down-sides 

of desalination-—the harm of brine and chemical pollution to the 
marine environment and human health.”

•	 Another co-author said, “All that extra salt raises the temperature 
of coastal waters, and decreases the level of oxygen, which can 
create	‘dead	zones’.	It	is	difficult	for	aquatic	organisms	to	breathe	
in these conditions—they need O2 to survive.” 

•	 A Bloomberg writer’s apparent take-away after reading the paper: 
“For every liter of potable water produced, [the study] estimates 
about	 1.5	 liters	 of	 liquid	 polluted	 with	 chlorine	 and	 copper	 are	
created. When pumped back into the ocean, the toxic brine 
depletes oxygen and impacts organisms along the food chain.”

•	 A Houston environmental lawyer/professor recently declared his 
opposition to a proposed SWRO project because of its discharge, 
saying, “That is killer water. Fish cannot survive in that water.”

An unusually large number of readers contacted WDR to register their 
dismay.	There	seemed	to	be	an	equal	amount	of	concern	over	the	news	
coverage, as there was criticism of paper itself. 
•	 One said, “The authors should have used a 2013 paper by Ozair and 
Feda	in	Saudi	Arabia	as	a	guide.	Their	paper	not	only	quantified	desal	
brine produced in the Middle East, it characterized the differences 
between discharges from RO, MED and MSF plants, and estimated 
the salt and chemical loads from each. It also included a discussion 
on the physical-chemical effects of  discharges.” 

Editor’s note: The Arabian Gulf’s annual water loss due to natural evap-
oration is estimated at 5.7% versus to 0.05% through seawater desalination.
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